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Abstract 

Slow productivity growth has been a striking feature of the recovery from the Global 
Financial Crisis (GFC).  For major advanced economies, we highlight that this slow underlying 
trend had its origins prior to the GFC.    The pre-GFC timing suggests that it is important to 
consider factors other than just the deep crisis itself or policy changes since the crisis.  For the 
United States, at the frontier of knowledge, we highlight that there was a brief burst of 
innovation and reallocation related to the production and use of information technology in the 
second half of the 1990s and the early 2000s.  But that burst ran its course prior to the GFC.  
Continental European economies were falling back relative to that frontier at varying rates since 
the mid-1990s.  We emphasize (i) labor- and product-market regulations in France and Germany 
that prevented favorable IT-related resource reallocations; and (ii) the unfavorable resource 
reallocations that did happen in response to capital inflows to Italy and Spain.  We also discuss 
the potential roles of mismeasurement as well as the crisis itself. 
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Since the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) began in 2007, productivity growth in advanced 

economies has continually surprised to the downside.1  A severe downturn and slow recovery 

could affect productivity through various channels, both cyclical and structural.  But, as we 

emphasize, the slowdown in advanced-economy total-factor productivity (TFP) growth was 

broadly underway prior to the crisis. 2  The pre-GFC timing suggests the importance of factors 

other than just the deep crisis (or ensuing policy changes) itself. 

To understand the evolution of advanced-economy TFP growth prior to the crisis, we 

highlight three broad factors that have shaped the global economy in recent decades:  Technical 

change, structural rigidities, and capital flows.  Each factor has attracted considerable analysis 

and attention but not, typically, together.  For expositional clarity, we focus on a small number of 

major advanced economies: the US, the four main Euro Area countries (Germany, France, Italy 

and Spain) and the UK.  For the United States, which we assume is at the frontier of knowledge, 

we highlight the temporary burst of innovation and reallocation related to the production and use 

of information technology in the late 1990s and early 2000s.  But that burst ran its course prior to 

the GFC.  For continental Europe, we emphasize changes in the distance to the frontier that 

started in the mid-1990s:  (i) Favorable resource reallocations that did not happen because of 

labor- and product-market rigidities (France, Germany, Italy and Spain); and (ii) also the 

unfavorable reallocations that did happen in response to capital inflows (Italy and Spain).   

   

                                                 
1 This is written in the second half of 2015.  See, for example, Tett (2015).   
2 Other studies that emphasize the pre-crisis slowdown across advanced economies include OECD (2015), 

IMF (2015), Bergeaud, Cette, and Lecat (2014) and Crafts and O’Rourke (2013).  For the United States, Fernald 
(2014a) and Byrne, Oliner, and Sichel (2013) contain references.  An early analysis is by Jorgenson, Ho, and Stiroh 
(2008).   
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Figure 1 motivates our perspective.  The figure shows levels of TFP for major economies 

from Bergeaud, Cette, and Lecat (2014).3  The figure starts in 1980, by which time considerable 

post-war convergence in TFP levels had already taken place.4  As of 1995, advanced European 

economies were essentially equal to the U.S. level of TFP, though Spain remained somewhat 

behind.5  Japan, not shown, was yet further behind the frontier.   

Between 1995 and 2007, however, countries stop moving together.  The United Kingdom 

not only keeps pace with the United States, it pulls ahead somewhat.  France and Germany drift 

down relative to the frontier.  But TFP growth in Italy and Spain plunge relative to the frontier.  

To understand these trends, we first we discuss the pre-GFC slowdown in productivity 

growth at the frontier, which we take to be the United States.  Labor and total factor productivity 

(TFP) growth had a brief resurgence in the second half of the 1990s and early 2000s.  But 

productivity growth slowed markedly prior to the GFC.  We update estimates from Fernald 

(2014a), who links this rise and fall to the production and use of information technology (IT).  A 

large literature argues that IT can have a broad-based and pervasive effect through its role as a 

general purpose technology (GPT) that fosters complementary innovations, such as business 

reorganization.  But the transformative nature of these reorganizations is, plausibly, limited.  For 

example, once retailing was reorganized to take advantage of faster information processing, the 

gains may have become more incremental. 

                                                 
3 Levels comparisons are somewhat fraught with peril, for TFP even more than for GDP; see, for example, 

Inklaar and Rao (2014) and Inklaar (2015).  For this reason, small differences should not be overinterpreted.  
Nevertheless, the patterns in Figure 1 look relatively consistent across datasets (such as the OECD, Penn World 
Tables and the Conference Board) and accord with conventional wisdom regarding comparative growth rates. 

4 See van Ark, O’Mahony, and Timmer (2008) for an overview comparing post-war productivity trends 
between the United States and Europe. 

5 It does not necessarily follow that these advanced European countries were, at that moment, structurally 
performing as well as the U.S. in terms of TFP. In these countries, the working time and/or the employment rate 
were lower than in the U.S. Several empirical studies find diminishing returns to hours worked and to the 
employment rate (see Bourlès and Cette, 2006, 2007, for a survey and estimates) which means that at least part of 
the labor productivity and TFP performance of these countries could reflect relatively low levels of hours worked or 
the employment rate.. 
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Second, for France, Germany Italy and Spain, we highlight how labor and product market 

regulations made these favorable IT-related reallocations more difficult.  This view, which has 

arguably been the conventional wisdom since at least the mid-2000s, reflects reallocations that 

never happened, especially in market services such as distribution and transportation.6  In other 

words, the relative weakness in European productivity growth reflected the interaction of within-

country institutions and changes in global technology. 

Third, for peripheral European economies such as Italy and Spain, these interactions 

appear to have led to increasing misallocation. That is, substantial reallocations did occur but 

reduced productivity.  Since at least the introduction of the euro in 1999, TFP growth in Italy, 

Spain, and Portugal have been negative.7  In the context of Italy, Hassan and Ottaviano (2013) 

describe this as “the great unlearning” of negative TFP growth.  Reis (2013) argues that 

misallocation increased in Portugal.  For Spain and Italy, Gopinath et al (2015) also find 

evidence of increased misallocation in the runup to the crisis.  In other words, reallocations of 

resources across firms made the average efficiency of businesses worse. 

Reis (2013), Gopinath et al (2015), and Gorton-Ordonez (2015) provide models to 

explain why capital flows might have worsened the problem of misallocation and weak 

productivity growth.  For example, in the Reis (2013) shows how, capital flows into a country 

that has inefficient financial intermediation decrease real interest rates and induce changes in the 

composition of entrepreneurs. Because the return on levered project is higher and the return on 

“deposits” decreases more entrepreneurs embark on creating firms. In addition, an inefficient 

domestic financial system overcomes information asymmetries by allocating funds as a function 

of collateral rather than through the screening of the most productive firms. This puts a cap on 

                                                 
6 See Inklaar (2015), Bourlès, Cette, Lopez, Mairesse, and Nicoletti (2013), Cette, Lopez, and Mairesse 

(2013), and van Reenen (2010) for references and discussion.  This draft so far has little new evidence on this point. 
7 We do not focus on Portugal in this paper because of its smaller size. 
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the borrowing capacity of entrepreneurs and limits the ability of the most productive ones to 

expand, leaving more market share for less efficient firms. In Reis’ model, capital inflows reduce 

the average productivity in the economy by lowering the bar for less productive entrepreneurs. 

This mechanism can be compounded by a boom in consumption whereby tradables are 

imported and non-tradable are produced by local, typically small and not so efficient firms. 

Kalantzis (2014) shows that the share of non-tradables in domestic output typically increases 

following episodes of capital inflows (see also Benigno et al., 2015). And Gopinath et al (2015) 

show that in Italy, Spain and Portugal the misallocation described in the model of Reis seem to 

have also increased within the manufacturing sector since the launch the euro in 1999. 

We provide new macroeconomic evidence that is consistent with this link between lower 

real interest rates and weaker productivity growth.  In particular, we test Reis’ model implication 

that negative shocks to long-term interest rates should reduce productivity growth.  Preliminary 

evidence, either from an identified VAR estimated for the euro area, the UK and the US, or from 

fixed-effect regression on a panel of 16 OECD countries, support this conjecture.  

And given that real interest rates fell the most abruptly in peripheral Europe, their effect 

of real rates on productivity is larger in Spain and in Italy than in Germany, France, the UK or 

the US.  

To summarize, advanced-economy productivity trends in the runup to the crisis involve a 

slowdown at the frontier; and important interactions between country-specific institutions and 

the shocks that hit the global economy.  The four considered Euro Area countries were not able 

to take full advantage of opportunities for productivity-enhancing reallocations; and Spain and 

Italy were not able to take full advantage of capital inflows.  
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We also briefly […not in this draft] discuss the curious case of the United Kingdom. As 

Figure 1 shows, the U.K. kept pace with U.S. TFP performance from the mid-1990s to the early 

2000s.  From 2003-2007, the U.K. pulled away somewhat from the U.S. (reflecting the 

slowdown in the U.S. performance).  But a sharp break came with the crisis.  Other advanced 

economies also saw an additional break post-2008.  For some continental economies, low factor 

utilization may still play a role in obscuring productivity trends; indeed, as of mid-2015, the 

OECD estimates that output gaps remain very large.  But for the U.K., resource slack had sharply 

diminished well before this writing.  It is unclear whether the crisis should have pushed the U.K. 

or other countries to a different level of productivity relative to the frontier. 

Many of the arguments here are not new.  For example, Fernald (2014a) discusses the 

U.S. experience.  Van Ark, O’Mahony, and Timmer (2008), van Reenen et al (2010), Bourlès et 

al (2013) or Cette, Lopez and Mairesse (2014) discuss the role of labor and product market 

rigidities. Gopinath et al (2015) discuss peripheral Europe.   Our innovation is to bring together, 

update, and augment these sometimes disparate arguments into a single broad narrative for 

advanced economies.   

Of course, all of these arguments assume that the problem really is productivity, rather 

than measurement.  Considerable informal discussion questions whether measurement problems 

have gotten worse.  Specifically, some aspects of recent output growth are inherently hard to 

measure—including quality improvement in specialized equipment and software, and “free” 

goods on the Internet (such as Facebook, Google searches, and online cat videos).   

As we discuss in Section 2.3, we are skeptical that measurement issues can resolve the 

problem of a broadbased slowdown in productivity growth.  First, mismeasurement has always 

been with us, and we are not aware of evidence that would suggest that this problem is really 
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worse now than in the past.  Second, most of the arguments involve a relatively narrow slice of 

the economy.  But the slowdown in U.S. industry productivity is broadbased.  Third, to the 

extent that there is growing mismeasurement in capital goods (equipment and software), it would 

raise true labor productivity growth but reduce true TFP growth.  And the slowdown in TFP 

growth was sharp and broadbased.   

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 1 discusses facts about convergence and 

divergence.  Section 2 discusses the IT-related rise and fall of productivity growth in the United 

States.  Section 3 discusses the role of labor- and product-market rigidities in Europe, and 

Section 4 discusses the periphery.  (Placeholder sections appear after that.) 

 

1. Facts: Productivity Convergence and Divergence at the country level 

This section discusses the stylized facts about the post-war productivity growth and then 

convergence and divergence in productivity level that took place prior to the GFC. These facts 

were already commented in previous analyses as for example Bergeaud et al. (2014) or Crafts 

and O’Rourke (2013). Figure 1 shows TFP level relative to the U.S. one, for the UK, the four 

largest European countries (Germany, France, Italy and Spain) and Japan, from 1950.  Figure 2 

gives the same representation for the relative labor productivity level (which corresponds to GDP 

per hour worked). The bar chart in Figure 3 shows further detail on labor productivity growth 

and its main components, among them TFP, for the same set of countries but Japan, over 

different sub-periods from 1974.  

These figures show that a conditional-convergence perspective describes the country 

experience reasonably well. A striking feature is how similar TFP and labor productivity growth 

(and, indeed, levels) are across countries.  There is catch-up the US level until the end of the 
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1980s, then a relatively stable position until the end of the 1990s.  Thereafter, countries other 

than the United Kingdom decline relative to the United States. For continental Europe, the 

experience after 2008 largely continues the pre-GFC trends. Even Japan, away from frontier 

level of TFP and labor productivity (and not shown in Figure 3), is characterized by similar 

evolutions in these data.  

Those similarities are consistent, at least until the mid-1990s, with conditional 

convergence models. Each country may have its own steady-state relative to the frontier.  But a 

natural benchmark expectation is that, once convergence ends, countries grow at the frontier rate. 

Ideas spill across borders, however imperfectly and perhaps with lags. Innovations in one 

country are, in principle, available in all countries. In some cases, innovations can be directly 

observed and (perhaps with some effort) replicated. In other cases, key innovations are 

embedded in tangible or intangible goods that can be purchased, such as information technology 

hardware and software. And cross-border investments further transfer knowledge. But there 

might be institutional barriers that interfere and keep countries from reaching the frontier level 

and even contribute to relative decline the last two decades.  

As is clear, non-U.S. advanced economies grew fast and converged towards U.S. level in 

the post-war period. In terms of GDP per hour, convergence appears slightly slower than for TFP 

(see also van Ark at al, 2008, who make this point). By 1995, France, Germany, and even Italy 

are above U.S. levels in this dataset. But as noted earlier, in these countries, the working time 

and/or the employment rate are lower than in the US. Bourlès and Cette (2006 and 2007) 

argue that, because of decreasing returns to these two variables, part of the labor productivity 

and TFP performance of these countries could reflect these low levels of hours worked and 

employment rates.  
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Figure 3 indicates that labor productivity growth increases from the mid 1990s in the US 

and decreases elsewhere, slightly so in the UK and in a larger extend in continental European 

countries. The U.S. increase is explained by a higher contributions of ICT capital deepening and 

of TFP and the decrease elsewhere is explained by a lower contributions of non-ICT capital 

deepening and TFP. U.S. productivity growth decreases from the mid 2000s, mainly from a 

lower TFP contribution and slightly from lower ICT capital deepening; non-ICT capital 

deepening, on the contrary, increased over this period. The U.S. and the UK benefited more than 

continental Europe countries from ICT capital deepening across all the different sub periods.  

These evolutions mean the end of the convergence process and even the starting point of 

a divergence one from mid 1990s between the United States and the other developed countries. 

The productivity slowdown took place in the United States some years before the onset of the 

GFC, and in the other developed countries a decade before the productivity slowdown observed 

in the US. Productivity growth is higher in the US than in other countries during the sub-period 

1995-2004, except for the UK where ICT diffusion is also large during these years, and during 

the sub-period 2004-2013 except in Spain. In the last two sub periods 1995-2004 and 2004-2013, 

TFP growth is particularly low and even quite nil in Italy and in Spain. From a long perspective, 

it was nearly inevitable that the advanced-economy labor productivity and TFP convergence 

process should end—but not that a divergence process would then follow. 

This end of conditional convergence is a reason to focus on the disparate productivity 

patterns that take place since the mid-1990s. And of course, GDP per hour mixes TFP and capital 

deepening, so we focus going forward on both labor productivity and TFP. 

The conditional convergence framework shapes our argument, where we focus first on 

the frontier of knowledge and productivity—which we take to be the United States—and second 
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on what was happening away from the frontier. Although ideas and technologies may be global, 

they have to be implemented locally. And shocks of different sorts - whether to the nature of 

technology, or to capital flows - may interact in particular ways with country-specific institutions 

to push countries closer to or farther from the frontier. From the mid-1990s, the four European 

continental countries suffer from low ICT diffusion and low productivity gains, which could be 

due, as showed by the literature mentioned in the introduction, to more stringent regulations on 

the labor and the product market. But the particular productivity behavior in Italy and Spain, 

with a particularly low TFP growth from the mid-1990s, could also be linked to disparate roles 

of reallocation and misallocation. The section 3 discusses the role of capital flows and low real 

interest rates in the periphery. 

 

2. The pre-Great Recession productivity slowdown in U.S. and other 
developed countries 

For understanding the pre-GFC slowdown, a crucial issue is what was happening at the 

“global frontier” of knowledge? For this purpose, we take the United States to be at the frontier,8 

and analyze its experience in recent decades. We analyze after the earlier productivity slowdown 

in other developed countries.  

 

                                                 
8 Taking the U.S. as the frontier is conventional.  The OECD (2015), which focuses on diffusion and 

misallocation, takes a different perspective and analyzes the “global frontier” of firms in detailed industries. 
Nevertheless, OECD (2015) and Andrews et al. (2015, p.15) find relatively little evidence of misallocation for the 
U.S. Although U.S. firms are not necessarily at the “global frontier” of knowledge, the distribution of firm size is 
more allocatively efficient, in that more productive firms are larger.  See also Bartelsman et al. (2013). 
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2.1. The productivity slowdown in the U. S.  

Fernald (2014a) shows that the slowdown after 2003 or 2004 was heavily (though not 

solely) concentrated in information-technology-intensive business services. Thus, the slowdown 

at the frontier was plausibly a “return to normal”—marking an end (or pause) in a phase of 

exceptional, broad-based gains from the production and use of information technology. There is, 

of course, a wide range of uncertainty about what the future holds. But the U.S. experience 

provides a benchmark for what should be possible for other countries, as well. 

Fernald (2014a) examines in detail the “rise and fall” of exceptional U.S. labor 

productivity and TFP growth that was shown in Figure 3. As he reports, formal break tests find a 

statistically significant speedup in the mid-1990s and slowdown in the early- to mid-2000s; exact 

break dates depend on which series is used, and range from 2003:Q4-2006:Q1. In all cases, the 

2000s break dates are prior to the GFC, and confidence intervals typically exclude the GFC.   

 In the U.S. case, unlike the others shown in Figure 3, productivity growth since the Great 

Recession is not much different than growth in the period leading up to the Great Recession. 

Indeed, there is no additional break detectable during the Great Recession. Of course, even apart 

from measurement, there is no shortage of reasons why a financial crisis might cast a “long 

shadow” on productivity growth. For example, a financial crisis like the Great Recession might 

affect the level or growth rate of economy-wide innovation because of credit constraints on 

innovative firms,9 the degree of productivity-improving reallocation,10 misallocation, or other 

channels. Prescott and Ohanian (2014) focus on the possible adverse effects of regulations that 

have gone into effect since 2008.  

                                                 
9 See Liu and Wang (2014). 
10 See Petrosky-Nadau (2013).  
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But the fact that the U.S. slowdown predated the Great Recession suggests that, in the 

United States at least, these factors are probably modest relative to the substantial pre-Great-

Recession slowdown in TFP growth. 

 

2.2. An easing in the IT revolution? 

A plausible hypothesis for the United States, at the frontier, is that the pace of 

technological change associated with information technology slowed. Fernald (2014a) finds 

evidence consistent with that hypothesis: the pre-Great-Recession slowdown was in sectors that 

produce information technology (IT) or that use IT intensively.  

Faster TFP growth in producing IT products can, conceptually, raise aggregate TFP and 

labor productivity growth through several channels (see Basu, Fernald, Oulton, and Srinivasan, 

BFOS, 2003). Most directly, it raises aggregate TFP growth by raising TFP growth in the 

industries that produce IT products. The resulting declines in the relative price of investment 

goods should then affect capital deepening by IT-using sectors. In a neoclassical framework, this 

raises labor productivity growth, but not TFP growth, in those sectors.  

However, considerable literature for the United States finds that other industries also 

showed an increase in measured TFP growth in the late 1990s or early 2000s (e.g., BFOS and 

Bosworth and Triplett, 2006). We also find that result below.  

One potential channel for declining IT prices to affect measured TFP in IT-using 

industries is if those firms also use more intangible capital that is complementary to IT. Indeed, 

many authors argue that IT fosters complementary innovations, such as business reorganization 
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to take advantage of an improved ability to manage information and communications.11 In 

retailing, for example, IT led firms to innovate in how they manage sales, inventories, and supply 

chains; the Internet is an extreme example, in that it made possible completely new ways of 

doing business. In addition, reallocation towards higher-productivity establishments amplified 

the effects, as new or existing firms that were particularly adept at using new technologies (and 

thus more productive) grew, while less capable establishments exited.12 In valve manufacturing, 

Bartel, Ichniowski, and Shaw (2007) find that IT led to a change in business strategies to focus 

on product customization rather than large commodity runs. Implementing this change required 

changes in worker skills as well as in management and human-resource practices. More broadly, 

Brynjolfsson and Hitt (2000) and others highlight the lags associated with complementary 

managerial and organizational innovations.  

The intangible story is essentially one of mismeasurement of the production function: We 

don’t observe the intangible investment (unmeasured output), or the services of the intangible 

capital (unmeasured input). When intangible investment is rising quickly, measured productivity 

growth is likely to be held down (since resources are diverted from observed production to 

intangible investment). With a lag, measured productivity growth is likely to be boosted by the 

services of the intangible capital.  

A second indirect channel is possible externalities from observing other firms.  

In either case, the point is that cheaper IT capital can have a major effect if firms figure 

out new (potentially radically new) ways to use their other inputs more productive ways. These 

                                                 
11  Van Reenen et al. (2010) review the evidence on complementary intangible evidence with a focus on 

firm-level evidence. Earlier examples include Brynjolfsson and Hitt (2000).  
12 See Doms (2004) and Foster, Haltiwanger, and Krizan (2006). Fernald and Ramnath (2004) provide a 

brief case study of how Walmart used IT to raise productivity. 
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arguments are the growth-accounting application of the idea that IT has had a broad-based and 

pervasive effect on the economy through its role as a “general purpose technology” (GPT).13  

For a wide swath of the economy, improved ability to manage information and 

communications has certainly led to changes in how firms do business. But it was unclear a 

priori how long the transformative, explosive opportunities would last.   

Basu, Fernald, Oulton, and Srinivasan (BFOS, 2003) discuss how to map these indirect 

GPT effects to conventional growth accounting. They model a tight link between accumulating 

IT capital and intangible organizational capital. Intangible capital leads to interesting dynamics 

for measured TFP, because it involves both unobserved investment (i.e., output) and unobserved 

capital (i.e., input).14 The BFOS model implies that, as in the data, measured TFP should have 

surged, temporarily, in the early 2000s. The reason is that growth in IT capital—and, by 

assumption, intangible capital—skyrocketed in the late 1990s but slumped in the early 2000s. 

That pattern implies that in the 1990s, firms were increasingly diverting resources to producing 

unmeasured/intangible output. But in the early 2000s, those resources returned to producing 

measured output—boosting measured productivity for a time.15  

Fernald (2014a) examines the broader implication that, regardless of the specific model, 

the measurement effects are associated with the use of IT. We update his industry estimates 

using BLS industry data on U.S. TFP. These data run from 1987-2013 (see the data appendix). 

                                                 
13  See, e.g., Greenwood and Yorokoglu (1997), Brynjolfsson and Hitt (2000), Basu, Fernald, Oulton, and 

Srinivasan (2003), and Brynjolfsson and McAfee (2014).   
14 Even better than inferring intangible investment would be to measure it.  Corrado, Hulten, and Sichel 

(2006) discuss broader measures of intangible investment and ways to measure them.  A large literature has since 
extended their measures, including (for regrettably short periods) at an industry level; see Corrado et al (2014). 

15 The online appendix to Fernald (2014a) discusses the BFOS model in more detail.  In the Fernald 
(2014b) quarterly TFP dataset, IT capital (information processing and software) grew 16 percent/year from 
1995:Q3-2000:Q4, but only 8 percent/year from 2000:Q4-2004:Q4.  The IT-capital share of total income actually 
edged up slightly, but remained between 6 and 7 percent throughout.  Van Reenen et al. (2010) report substantial 
evidence for the IT-linked-intangibles story in micro data.   
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A challenge in that specification is to decide which industries are IT-intensive. Fernald 

(2014a) based his identification on the average share of value added (from 1987-2011) that was 

paid to IT capital. The BFOS model suggests that it should, instead, be based on the contribution 

of IT capital to growth (the share multiplied by the IT-capital growth rate). Fernald (2014a) 

found that these measures were highly correlated, so the choice for one instead of the other 

doesn’t make much difference.  

These measures nevertheless have their shortcomings. For example, by either of these 

measures, wholesale trade is IT intensive whereas retail trade is not. But retail trade has clearly 

been transformed by information technology—and the growth of online commerce is just one 

direct manifestation of that. Also, the sample period and data vintage can matter. Fernald found 

that petroleum refining is IT-intensive. But in the updated BLS data used here, petroleum 

refining has a high IT share early in the sample but not later. 

For this reason, we focus here on a highly correlated, but slightly different split: Market 

services versus other. We define those industries below. 

Figure 4 decomposes U.S. business-sector TFP growth into industry sources. The height 

of the bars shows TFP growth for the time-periods shown. Cyclical factors from the Great 

Recession are probably not important by 2013; but, given our pre-recession focus, we 

concentrate on the period through 2007.16 That said, the main conclusions are robust to 

considering the entire 2004-2013 period. 

There were “unusual” features of the mid-2000s—with the housing boom and subsequent 

bust; excesses in the financial sector; and surging commodity prices—affected productivity. To 

see this if these factors affected productivity, one slice of the data focuses on the “bubble” 

                                                 
16 Fernald, 2014a, argues that cyclical factors were not a primary driver of productivity trends from 2004-

2007.   
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sectors of the mid-2000s, that is, construction, real estate, finance, and natural resource 

industries. We also include petroleum refining in this sector, since its productivity growth is both 

highly variable and is sensitive to oil prices and idiosyncratic factors. The contribution of these 

industries to overall TFP fell - becoming negative -from 2000-2004 to 2004-2007. But the 

contribution of the remaining ¾ of the economy fell even more, as shown by the bars that lie 

above zero.  

These non-bubble sectors are divided into three mutually-exclusive pieces: IT producing, 

market services, and non-market services (the residual). As the Figure 4 shows, the TFP 

slowdown after 2004 is especially concentrated in industries that produce IT, since 2000, or else 

in market services since 2004. The contribution of IT producers was inordinately high in the late 

1990s, accounting for over half of overall TFP growth in this period -even though they account 

for only 6 percent of the economy. Much of that surge reflected gains in hardware production, in 

part because competition within the semiconductor industry led to the faster introduction of new 

chips. In the 2000s, the pace of TFP gains in IT production eased and its share in GDP declines a 

bit (see also Byrne, Oliner, and Sichel, 2013). Hence, the direct contribution of IT-producing 

industries fell.  

In the early 2000s, the contribution of market services industries especially bulged. We 

define this group as wholesale and retail trade, transportation, information, and business 

services.17 After 2004, that market services group where the TFP contribution fell most sharply. 

These industries are also much more IT-intensive than the “non-market services” group. (Can 

add data or a chart) 

                                                 
17 We exclude IT-producing software publishers. Most studies would also include finance, which we 

considered a bubble sector. 
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That pattern is consistent with the view that benefiting from IT takes substantial 

intangible organizational investments that, with a lag, raise measured productivity. By the mid-

2000s, the “low-hanging fruit” of IT-based innovation had been plucked.18 For example, 

industries like retailing may have already have been substantially reorganized, after which the 

gains from further innovation might have been more incremental than transformative. 

Of course, the non-market-services group also shows a slowdown after 2004. Thus, 

although the IT-intensive market services show the greatest slowdown, it is also accurate to say 

that the slowdown in TFP growth is relatively broadbased across industries. After 2007, TFP 

growth was maintained mainly by the bubble sectors.  

 

2.3. Labor- and product-market rigidities in Europe 

Figure 5 shows the industry patterns of TFP growth by subperiod for core (defined as 

Germany, France and Netherlands) and peripheral (Italy and Spain) Europe, from the EU-

KLEMS database. These figures provide insight into why Continental Europe didn’t get the same 

mid-1990s acceleration that the United States saw. They also provide key stylized facts for the 

VAR analysis in the next section. 

The top panel shows the industry breakdown for “core Europe. We again focus on the 

bars other than the final one (which is the GFC period; the data end in 2010 and are likely to be 

substantially affected by the recession itself).  

The pre-GFC bars show strikingly different patterns from the U.S. figures. First, unlike 

the U.S. figure, IT production adds relatively little. Second, and more strikingly, core Europe 

never got the substantial boost in TFP growth for IT-intensive market services in the late 1990s 

                                                 
18 See also Gordon (2014) and Cowen (2011). 
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and early 2000s. A number of studies have focused on this group of industries to argue that 

Continental Europe was unable to benefit as much from reorganizations associated with IT as the 

U.S. and U.K. after 1995.  

For example, ICT diffusion in the US settled at a higher level than in the UK, and in the 

UK than in the Euro Area or, say, continental Europe. The lag of ICT diffusion in continental 

Europe is considerable.19 Numerous studies give explanations for these international differences 

in ICT diffusion, including the level of post-secondary education among the working age 

population as well as labor and product market rigidities. For example, an efficient use of ICT 

requires a higher degree of skilled labor than the use of other technologies. The required 

reorganization of the firm for effective ICT adoption can be constrained by strict labor market 

regulations. Moreover, low levels of competitive pressure, resulting from product market 

regulations, can reduce the incentive to exploit the most efficient production techniques. 

Empirical analyses have confirmed the importance of these factors.20 Among others, Cette and 

Lopez (2012) show, through an econometric approach on a country panel dataset, that the US 

benefits from the highest level of ICT diffusion because of a higher level of post-secondary 

education among the working age population and less restrictive product and labor market 

regulations. Cette, Lopez and Mairesse (2013) show also that market rigidities lower ICT 

diffusion and R&D spending.  

From a wider perspective, Bourlès et al. (2013) look at cross-country/cross-industry 

panel, and find that product market regulations in upstream (supplying) industries has 

significantly held back TFP growth in recent decades. Cette, Lopez and Mairesse (2014) show, 

                                                 
19  See Schreyer (2000), Colecchia and Shreyer (2001), Pilat and Lee (2001), van Ark et al. (2008), Timmer et al. 

(2011), Cette and Lopez (2012), Cette, Clerc and Bresson (2015). 
20  See Aghion et al. (2009), Guerrieri et al. (2011) and Cette and Lopez (2012) who use country-level panel data, 

as well as Cette et al. (2013) who employ sectoral-level panel data. 
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also on a country*industry panel, that in continental Europe labor and product market regulations 

which are tighter than in the US and the UK contribute to lower TFP. Haltiwanger, Scarpetta, 

and Schweiger (2014) find that strict hiring and firing regulations tend to reduce the pace of job 

reallocation. Garicano, Lelarge, and Van Reenen (2012) find that steep nonlinearities in French 

labor costs for firms above 50 employees has major effects on firm size and productivity. 

Still, while the pattern for core Europe looks different from that of the United States, TFP 

growth was, by and large, positive prior to the crisis. In contrast, the bottom panel of Figure 5 

shows peripheral Europe (here, the aggregate of Spain and Italy). The figure is striking. 

According to EU KLEMS, there is no single “smoking gun” for negative TFP growth in Europe: 

Every broad industry grouping contributed negatively. Conventional wisdom suggests that the 

shift towards housing and real estate was a big drag on TFP growth; according to EU KLEMS, 

this is correct, as shown by the negative drag from the “bubble sector”. But it wasn’t just the shift 

towards housing. Market services (mostly non-traded) contributed negatively, as did (mostly 

traded) “residual”. In other words, negative TFP growth is a broad fact across sectors. So the 

story for peripheral Europe prior to the crisis needs to apply broadly across the economy. It is not 

just a matter of the mix of activities. 

  

3. Increasing misallocation in peripheral Europe 

This section focuses on the so-called periphery of the euro area: i.e. parts of the euro area 

where, due to the nominal convergence required to adopt the euro, nominal and real interest rates 

have collapse the most. As shown in Figure 5 and 6, interest rates fell by much larger magnitudes 

in Italy and Spain than in France, Germany or the UK. Italian and Spanish nominal rates fell 

from 12% in 1996 to around 5% when the euro started to exist in 1999. This is twice the decline 
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of their French and German counterpart. Italian real rates fell from 8% to below 2% percent from 

2001 to 2006. Due to higher inflation, Spanish real interest rate remained on a declining trend 

from 1995 to 2005 reaching -1%.   

Such drops in real interest rate reflect abundant capital flows into debt that investors 

considered to be safe because it was issued in euros. From 1999 to 2008, the non-financial 

corporation increased their debt from 50% of GDP to 78% in Italy and 113 % in Spain. In France 

and Germany, where the drop of real interest rates was much smaller, corporate debt increased 

by only 10% of GDP, from 50% to 60% over the same period. 

One possible reason why productivity diverged across euro area member states is that the 

tsunami of capital flows into the periphery was poorly allocated. For one, rapid capital inflows 

tend to increase the share of non-tradables in GDP (Kalantzis, 2014; Benigno et al., 2015) that 

include more services than manufacturing. As a result, a change in composition can lower 

aggregate productivity. For instance, construction has reached a very large fraction of Spanish 

GDP in the run up to the crisis, as foreign capital financed its nearly 10% current account deficit 

in the years around 2005. 

  

We first test this hypothesis through simple VARs that include either labor productivity 

or TFP and the real interest rate. Given that the real interest rate should, in the long run, respond 

to changes in productivity, we focus on the effects or shocks to the real interest rate on top of 

their reaction to past and contemporaneous innovation to our productivity indicator. In VAR 

language, we order the real interest rate last in our specification so that we constrain productivity 

to react to the shocks on real interest rate with one lag. 
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Our first specification uses quarterly labor productivity, defined as the growth rate of 

GDP divided by total employment, and the real interest rate reported in Figure 6. The sample 

period is from 1985 to 2015Q1 for the Euro area, France Spain, the UK and the US, and, due to 

limited availability of the data, from 1992 to 2015 Q1in Italy and Germany.    

  Figure 7 and 8 report the impulse responses and the historical decomposition of this bi-

variate VAR for the euro area economy. As shown in the second column of Figure 7, a positive 

shock to real interest rates triggers a significant increase in the growth of productivity that peaks 

about two years after the shock. The sharp fall in the real interest rate of the euro area, which has 

largely been driven by Italy and Spain, appear to explain the downward trend in the growth of 

labor productivity between 1995 and 2007 (Figure 8 and 9). 

The positive impact of shocks to the real interest rate on labor productivity also shows at 

the country level in Italy, France, Spain, the UK and Germany and for specifications that include 

either GDP among the endogenous variables in the VAR. The contribution of this shock to the 

downward trend of labor productivity is also striking in most countries (see Figure 9 and Figures 

A3) from 1995 to 2007. The only exception is Germany, where in fact, real interest rates fell by 

much less than in the rest of the euro area. Turning to the US, we obtain that the contribution of 

the real interest rate to declining growth in labor productivity starts only around 2000.  

  Our second specification uses annual data on labor productivity growth and TFP growth 

from Bergeaud, Cette and Lecat (2014) and the real interest rate. Data are available from 1990 to 

2013 for 13 OECD countries. As  shown in Table 1, changes in real interest rates are correlated 

with changes of similar signs of both measures of productivity one year later. This significant 

effect of real rates on productivity also holds for a sample that does not include the great 

recession.  
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Altogether, both the time series VAR evidence and the panel data regression fail to reject 

the hypothesis that “abundant capital”, which we proxy by a decrease in the long-term real 

interest rate triggers a fall in productivity. This channel has had the largest effect in Italy and 

Spain where, indeed, from the mid 1990’s to the mid 2000’s real interest rates declined the most.     

4. What about the Global Financial Crisis?   

(Or, 5. The future of productivity growth in developed countries ) 

 

The future of productivity growth over the next two decades could differ at the 

technological frontier (the US) compared to other developed countries. And in these other 

developed countries, it could also differ in the South of Europe compared to the other countries.  

At the technological frontier, the future of productivity growth depends dramatically on 

ICT performance improvements and on ICT diffusion. For this reason, this future is very 

uncertain and optimistic or pessimistic scenarios are both realistic. Gordon (2012, 2013, 2014, 

2015), for example, is very pessimistic and for him these ICT contribution will be very low. 

From this, the labor productivity growth could stay in average below close to 1¼% per year, 

which corresponds to what was observed over the sub period 1975-1995, from the first oil shock 

to the ICT productivity growth wave. Byrne, Oliner and Sichel (2013) propose two steady-state 

scenarios. In the first lower-bound one, ICT performance improvement, measured by ICT 

relative price growth, could keep quite the same path as the one observed on average during the 

2004-2012 sub-period. It means a slowdown of the ICT performance improvement compared to 

the 1995-2004 sub-period but also, slightly, compared to the 1974-1995 sub-period. But it also 

means an acceleration in comparison to what we observe in the more recent years. In the second 

upper-bound scenario, ICT performance improvement could adopt a path intermediate to the one 
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observed in the 1974-1995 long sub-period and to the one observed in the 1995-2004 favorable 

sub-period. The contribution of ICTs to future productivity growth (both from ICT capital 

deepening and from TFP in ICT producing sectors) differs between these two scenarios, which 

correspond to the range of 1.8% to 2.5% for the labor productivity annual average growth in the 

non-farm business sector. We could imagine more pessimistic scenarios than the lower-bound 

one (like what Gordon proposes) but also more optimistic scenarios than the upper-bound one.  

A more optimistic scenario than the Byrne et al. (2013) upper-bound one could get 

different contents, the two following ones being the main evoked in the literature. The first one is 

linked to the fact that some big improvement steps could happen in the next future in the 

semiconductor industry (see ITRS, 2013a, 2013b). The next operational one could be the 3D 

chip, which will allow fast ICT performance improvements for many years.21 It seems to have 

already started to be in process.22 From this first step, which would increase the future 

contribution of ICT to productivity growth, the US could benefit from a second ICT productivity 

growth wave. The second content is that large productivity gains could be generated from an 

extension of the use of available chip and ICT capacities in a lot of areas. This development, 

called in 2005 by ITRS the ‘More than Moore’ process, has numerous potentialities, as stressed 

by ITRS (2013b)23, Carballo et al. (2014) or INEMI (2015). The main future impact of ICTs on 

productivity growth will be driven, for these authors, by these potentialities. Pratt (2015) gives 

some emphasis to the potential improvements for robotics and Mokyr et al. (2015) to the gains in 

                                                 
21  “By fully utilizing the vertical dimension, it will be possible to stack layers of transistors on top of each other 

and this 3D approach will continue to increase the number of components per mm² even when horizontal 
physical dimensions will no longer be amenable to any further reduction.” ITRS (2013a, p 2). 

22  “The Flash 3D bit layer model was updated in 2013 to align with the recent introduction of a 24-layer 3D NAND 
device, processed at a relaxed 64nm process point. The 3D NAND range of layers was also updated, along with 
the anticipated trend of relaxed process technology reduction going forward.” ITRS (2013b, Executive 
Summary, p. 9).  

23  “By nature, the More than Moore domain is multidisciplinary, involving expertise from many different areas, 
such as electrical and mechanical engineering, materials science, biology and medical science.” ITRS (2013b, 
Executive Summary, p. 8).  
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research efficiency. This explains also the optimistic approach from Brynjolfsson and McAfee 

(2014) who nevertheless emphasize the necessity of adapted institutions to get the real benefits 

from these potential gains.  

In the non-US advanced countries, the productivity growth could also be positively 

influenced, in the future, by a possible catch-up of the higher ICT diffusion level observed in the 

US. Numerous studies have provided explanations for the gap in ICT diffusion in non-US 

advanced countries compared to the US, including the level of post-secondary education among 

the working age population as well as labor and product market rigidities. For example, an 

efficient use of ICT requires a higher degree of skilled labor than the use of other technologies. 

The required reorganization of the firm for effective ICT adoption can be constrained by strict 

labor market regulations. Moreover, low levels of competitive pressure, resulting from product 

market regulations, can reduce the incentive to exploit the most efficient production techniques. 

Numerous empirical analyses have confirmed the importance of these factors.24 Among others, 

Cette and Lopez (2012) show, through an econometric approach, that the US benefits from the 

highest level of ICT diffusion because of a higher level of post-secondary education among the 

working age population and less restrictive product and labor market regulations. It means that 

the future of productivity will depend, in all advanced countries, on technological progress, on 

the ‘More than Moore process’ but also on institutional changes from structural reforms to get 

the full benefit from these two factors. Concerning the non-US countries, these institutional 

changes have a large potential role to play, to help to catch up the US level of ICT productive 

capital diffusion.  

                                                 
24  See Aghion et al. (2009), Guerrieri et al. (2011) and Cette and Lopez (2012) who use country-level panel data, 

as well as Cette, Lopez and Mairesse (2013) who employ sectoral-level panel data. 
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In the South of Europe, productivity growth could benefit in the future from all the 

previous factors mentioned above concerning advanced countries but also from a specific one: 

higher real interest rates than in other advanced countries and for example North European 

country ones. Such higher real interest rates are already observed since the beginning of the 

Great Recession and are mainly explained by higher nominal interest rates. For some years, they 

start to be also explained by lower inflation rates, these lower inflation rates being a necessity to 

get a rebalancing of the current account disequilibrium observed within the Euro Area. Higher 

real interest rate increase could decrease the capital inflows and, consequently, the capital 

misallocation in these South European countries. By moving up the return bar for less productive 

entrepreneurs and less efficient investment projects, higher real interest rates would contribute to 

stimulate productivity growth and to a decrease of NFC indebtedness ratios. Such a process is 

already observed from the beginning of the Great Recession in Spain, helped by the implosion of 

the housing industry, and in a slower way for some years in Italy. From this, the South European 

countries could benefit from a higher productivity growth than in North European countries, 

which would correspond to a catch up process from low relative productivity level.  

If all the processes described above happen in next years, and in particular if ambitious 

structural reforms are implemented in Europe, productivity gains country hierarchy could change 

totally, the higher gains being observed in South European countries, the lowest in the US, North 

European countries being between these two country groups. 

 

Additional references 
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(2009): “Education, Market Rigidities and Growth”, Economics Letters 102 (1), pp. 62-65. 
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investment in information and communication technologies.” Economics of Innovation and New 
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INEMI (2015): “International Electronics Manufacturing Initiative 2015 Roadmap”.  

ITRS (2013a): “International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors”, 2012 edition update. 

ITRS (2013b): “International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors”, 2013 edition.  
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anxiety and the future of economic growth: Is this time different?”, Journal of Economic 
Perspective, Vol. 29, N° 3, Summer, pp. 31-50.   

Pratt, Gill A. (2015): “Is a Cambrian explosion coming from robotics?”, Journal of 
Economic Perspective, Vol. 29, N° 3, Summer, pp. 51-60. 

  

 

5. Conclusions 

[Placeholder] 

In advanced economies, productivity growth was slowing prior to the Great Recession.  

The big picture is that, in the United States, there was an exceptional burst of technological 

change in the second half of the 1990s and early 2000s.  But that exceptional pace ended prior to 

the Great Recession.  Other countries didn’t keep up with that frontier, but fell away at a varying 

rate.   

• What does this say about the prospects going forward?  What does it say about 

interpreting the post-2008 experience? 
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• An important lesson is the need for flexibility in labor- and product-market institutions.  

An open question is whether European institutions will cause continued divergence; 

whether institutional reforms will promote convergence; or whether one should settle for 

stasis.  At least at the margins, fostering innovation and supporting the ability of firms 

and workers to benefit from the generation of new ideas are likely to be positive for 

future growth.   
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Data appendix 

Bureau of Labor Statistics multifactor productivity (MFP) data and industry capital data were 
downloaded from http://www.bls.gov/mfp/mprdload.htm (accessed August 9, 2015).  The data 
include factor payments for different types of capital, including payments for IT and software 
capital as a share of income.   The industry classification system is NAICS. 

Bubble sectors are finance, insurance, and real estate (NAICS 52, 53); construction (23); 
agriculture (11); mining (21); and petroleum refining (324).  This is the same list as in Fernald 
(2014a) with the addition of petroleum refining.  Fernald (2014a) classified petroleum refining as 
part of the IT-intensive sector.  

IT-producing industries are Computer and Electronic Products (NAICS 334), Information and 
Data Processing Services (518, 519) and Computer Systems Design and Related Services (5415). 

We define market services in the BLS data are defined as  

• Wholesale and retail trade (NAICS 42, 44-45);  
• Transportation (48, 49) 
• Information excluding publishing (51 excluding 511 and 516 (publishing) 
• Business services—e.g., legal, professional, scientific, management administrative, 

excluding computer systems and design (NAICS 54-56, excluding 5415) 

This listing of market services intentionally excludes the bubble sector of finance (which is 
usually considered a business service) as well as the IT-producing information and computer 
services (software and computer systems integration) sector. 
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Table 1: Effects of real interest rates on productivity 

 

 

  

Labor productivity growth TFP growth
1990-2013 1990-2013
Coefficient Std dev. T stat P (T Stat) Coefficient Std dev. T stat P (T Stat)

Lag dep 1 .0800284 .0690342 1.16 0.264 .1067375 .0443946 2.40 0.030
Lag dep 2 -.0787487 .0474508 -1.66 0.118 -.0880085 .0465373 -1.89 0.078

Lag real rate 1 .3261072 .0676781 4.82 0.000 .3769308 .0621712 6.06 0.000
Lag real rate 2 -.0239866 .0512817 -0.47 0.647 -.0443684 .0526379 -0.84 0.413

338 observations, R2=.16 338 observations, R2=.21
1990-2007 1990-2007
Coefficient Std dev. T stat P (T Stat) Coefficient Std dev. T stat P (T Stat)

Lag dep 1 .0356817 .0962397 0.37 0.716 .0854934 .067889 1.26 0.227
Lag dep 2 -.0935328 .0492813 -1.90 0.077 -.075184 .0609506 -1.23 0.236

Lag real rate 1 .1308041 .0728723 1.79 0.093 .13744 .0627506 2.19 0.045
Lag real rate 2 .0369266 .0569252 0.65 0.526 .0465515 .0632294 0.74 0.473

222 observations, R2=.04 222 observations, R2=.10
The sample includes Australia, Belgium, Canada, Finland, France, Germany, Italia, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, 
Switzerland the UK and the US. Productivity data are from Bergeaud, Cette and Lecat (2014). Real rates are constructed as 10 year 
government bond interest rate minus current CPI inflation, both series coming from datastream.
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Figure 1: TFP convergence and divergence in Advanced Economies 

TFP level relative to the United States 
ppp US$ 2010 - US = 100  

 

Source: Bergeaud, Cette and Lecat (2014). 
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Figure 2: Labor productivity convergence and divergence in Advanced Economies 

GDP per hour worked relative to the United States 
ppp US$ 2010 - US = 100 

 

Source: Bergeaud, Cette and Lecat (2014). 
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Figure 3:  Labor productivity growth accounting 

GDP per hour growth decomposition in different developed countries over sub-periods 
Bars sum to GDP per hour growth.    

 

Source: Bergeaud, Cette, and Lecat (2014) and Cette, Clerc and Bresson (2015).   
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Figure 2:  Contribution to U.S. TFP growth by industry subgroup  

 

Notes:  Aggregate TFP growth based on BLS industry data is decomposed into four 
mutually exclusive categories as shown.  “Bubble sectors” are construction, finance, real estate, 
agriculture, mining, and petroleum refining.  “Market services” are wholesale and retail trade, 
transportation, information, and business services.  In terms of size, from 1995-2000, IT 
production was 6 percent of business-sector value added; bubble sectors were 24 percent; and 
market services and not-market services (the residual) were both 35 percent.  See Fernald 
(2014a) for further details.  Source: BEA, BLS, and authors’ calculations.   
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Figure 3: Industry contributions to TFP growth in Europe 

:  
 

 

Notes:  Industry categories correspond to those shown in Figure 4.  See notes to that 
figure.  See Fernald (2014a) for further details.  Source: EU KLEMS and authors’ calculations.   
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Figure 4: Nominal interest rates in Europe 
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Figure 5: Real interest rates in Europe 
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Figure 6:  Euro area, VAR evidence on effects of real interest rates on 
labor productivity 
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Figure 7: Historical decomposition of Euro Area labor productivity, 
based on the VAR 
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Figure 8: Historical decomposition of Euro Area labor productivity, 
based on the VAR 
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Figure 10: US, VAR evidence on effects of real interest rates on labor 
productivity 
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Figure 11: Historical decomposition of US labor productivity, based on 
the VAR 
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